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Abstract 
GeoGebra is one of the software that is used in geometry and mathematics teaching. By using GeoGebra which is dynamic 
software, expected learning can be maintained especially in analytic geometry which is a lesson where learning difficulties are 
experienced intensively. In this study, materials have been prepared for students to learn effectively what kind of a change that 
the equations and graphs of the lines will go under as the slope of the these lines which cross over the same point changes and the 
line bundle that will be formed by the lines which cross over a single point by using GeoGebra which is dynamic software.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction 
      Rapid development of computers has been accompanied by integration of computers with one another, as well as 
by the requirement of new learning-teaching environments. Computer-assisted instruction, one of the methods being 
used in these new environments, is defined by Baki (2002) as a method of utilizing computer in educational process, 
with intent to enable the students to know their imperfections and performances through mutual interaction, and take 
their learning under control by getting feedbacks; and in order to make them more interested in the lesson by means 
of graphics, audios, animations and shapes. Computer-assisted instruction is applied to mathematics learning and 
teaching as well as to various areas, by playing an important role.   
     The software is one of the essential elements of computer- assisted instruction.  It is required to select software 
suitable for the lesson to be given, in order to ensure the success of a computer- assisted mathematics instruction. 
Computer algebra systems (CAS that focuses on manipulation of symbolic expressions) and dynamic geometry 
software (DGS that concentrates on relationships between points, lines, circles and so on) are the two prominent 
forms in the host of the software intended for supporting mathematics learning and teaching (Hohenwarter & Jones, 
2007). Besides, as multi-platform and open-source dynamic mathematics software, GeoGebra tries to combine the 
ease -of-use of dynamic geometry software with the versatile possibilities of computer algebra systems 
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(Hohenwarter, Hohenwarter, Kreis, & Lavicza, 2008). The software GeoGebra provides teachers and students with 
the opportunity of meaningful teaching and learning in calculus, geometry and algebra education throughout all the 
stages of education from elementary education to higher education. This software provides the algebra, graph and 
spreadsheet views of the mathematical objects simultaneously. And the user can drag objects in the geometry 
window and see the changes in the algebraic representation; or can change the algebraic representations in the 
algebra window and see the object changes in the geometry window (Hohenwarter & Jones, 2007). The GeoGebra 
users, either teachers or students, can use this environment to explain, explore and model mathematical concepts and 
the relations between mathematical concepts, or mathematics in general (Karadag & McDougall, 2009). Students 
can search out mathematical concepts and dynamically connect algebraic, graphic, and numeric representations of 
these concepts, without having to spend a significant amount of classroom time on drawing figures, objects, or 
functions (Haciomeroglu, Bu, Schoen, & Hohenwarter, 2009). 
      By using the dynamic software GeoGebra at many levels, teachers and researchers all over the world have 
developed numerous worksheeets and methods (Hohenwarter, Hohenwarter, Kreis, & Lavicza, 2008). Dikovic 
(2009) has used GeoGebra to exemplify some concepts in linear algebra and calculus through interactive examples, 
such as the concepts of linear equation systems, derivative and graphical meaning of function, and continuity of 
functions. In his study, Little (2009) has explained the required usage method of the materials that he had formed in 
GeoGebra for conceptual learning of the derivative of function. As for Hewson (2009), he has visualized the 
likelihood functions and derivatives in the software, mentioning about GeoGebra’s importance in statistics 
education. In his “calculus learning and teaching with GeoGebra” titled article, Hohenwarter at al. (2008) has 
exemplified the tangent line of function, sinus function, and derivative, roots and external points of polynom, 
dynamic taylor polynom, lower sums and upper sums. By means of the studies carried out and to be carried out in 
GeoGebra, learning in that sense can be achieved. The common purpose of geometry learning process in computer-
aided environments is to enable student to redefine, form and discover the concepts and relations that had been 
discovered and formulated previously by others; and to put forward inventive hypotheses and generalizations (Baki, 
2002).
      Analytic analysis of lines is one of the basic subjects of analytic geometry. Students encounter considerable 
difficulties and fall into errors in learning this subject. In order to prevent that, it is required to pave the way for their 
applied learning. In this study, materials have been prepared for students to learn effectively what kind of a change 
that the equations and graphs of the lines will go under as the slope of the these lines which pass through the same 
point changes and the line bundle that will be formed by the lines which pass through a single point by using 
GeoGebra which is dynamic software. 
2.  Geogebra in Analytic Geometry 
 In this section, information is given about how the line and equation change in consequence of change in slope 
of a line; and forming and usage of the material related to the line bundle, which can be utilized in analytic geometry 
education.  
2.1.  Slope, Equation and Graph of The Line 
      In the line equation, where y-b=m(x-a) passes through any selected A(a, b) point, the steps of forming the 
material, whereby they can see the equations and graphs of the lines arising according as the slope changes are as 
follows:        
1st Step:       Opening a GeoGebra file 
2nd Step:   Forming the slider m by using the button shown on the left.        
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3rd Step:    Writing “slope of the line” on the slider m on the graphics view, by using the button shown  
                    on the left. 
 4th Step:       Writing any A=(a, b) point on the input bar (e.g. let that point be A=(1, 1)) 
5th Step:       Writing the line equation as ( y - 1 ) = m * ( x – 1 ) on the input bar, depending on m and that  
                    selected point A.   
6th Step:  Writing the line’s name in the ‘insert text’ box by using the button shown on the left; and then 
forming a text box showing the equation of that line. 
7th Step:  Measuring the positive directional angle formed by the consisted line with the x-axis, by using   
                    the button shown on the left. 
     The view of the GeoGebra material created by following these steps is given in the Figure 1.  Implementation of 
that constituted material by the students by themselves, with the worksheet given in the Appendix 1, would give 
them the opportunity of forming their own learning.  
Figure 1. A view of the material-“Slope, Equation and Graph of The Line.ggb” for the slope, equation and graph of the line 
2.2. The Line Bundle 
      Steps of constituting the line bundle material that provides the opportunity of seeing simultaneously  each line 
corresponding to all real numbers k in the line bundle equation a1x  +  b1y  +  c1 +  k   (a2x  +  b2y  +  c2 ) = 0   
are as follows: 
1st Step:      Opening a GeoGebra file. 
2nd Step:   Forming sliders named a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, by using the button shown on the left.         
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3rd Step:      Forming the graph of the first and second lines on the graphics view, by writing the equation  
a1 * x + b1 * y + c1 = 0 and a2 * x + b2 * y + c2 = 0 in the input bar. 
4th Step:   Writing the names of the first and second lines in the ‘insert text’ box that we open by using the   
button shown on the left; and then forming a text box showing the equation of those two lines on the  
                     graphics view. 
5th Step:       Forming the slider k by using the button shown on the left.  
6th Step:      Forming the line bundle equation, depending on the equations of the first and second lines and k, by    
                    writing the equation a1 * x + b1 * y + c1 + k * (a2 * x + b2 * y + c2 ) = 0 in the input bar.   
7th Step:    Writing  the  name of  the  line  bundle  in  the  ‘insert  text’  box that  we open by using  the  button  
shown on the left; and then forming a text box showing the equation of that line bundle on the graphics 
view.  
8th Step:       Activating the ‘trace on’ function by right-clicking on the line corresponding to the line bundle  
equation. 
 The view of the GeoGebra material created by following these steps is given in the Figure 2. Implementation of 
that constituted material by the students by themselves, with the worksheet given in the Appendix 2, would ensure 
the formation of a correct concept image of the Line Bundle.   
Figure 2. A view of the material for-“The Line Bundle.ggb”  the line bundle 
3.  Conclusion and Discussion 
     In this study, materials have been prepared to enable students to learn the subjects of 'equation of the line' and 
'the line bundle on plane', in a learning environment where they can study by receiving dynamic values. In the given 
materials, the teachers are required to guide students only when needed, and to act as a guiding light enabling them 
to form their own learning.  
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     Students will be able to form the correct concept images related to mathematical expressions, when they study 
with a dynamic software on the screen. As a dynamic mathematics software, GeoGebra provides them with that 
opportunity, since it is a software that forms learning environments centering explorement. The new generation 
being grown up with developing technology want to learn the objects, facts, subjects and events by seeing and 
looking at them, and explaining their meanings. GeoGebra is the instrument best fit for this type of learning and a 
software easily available througout the world. Therefore, suitable materials are required to be formed by use of 
GeoGebra in the subjects of analytic geometry, in which visualization is at the forefront.    
Appendix 1. Worksheet 
      Open the file “Slope, Equation and Graph of The Line.ggb”. Drag the slider m in such a way as to enable it to 
take the values given below. Write in the given table the equations of the lines constituted by these values that the 
slider takes as well as the positive angles formed by these lines with the x-axis. 
Table 1. Slope, Equation and Graph of The Line
The slider m  -5 -3 0 2 1 -4 6 -7 9
Equation of the Line 
Positive Angle 
1. Observe the graphics view for each different value. What are the changing and unchanging characteristics of 
the line? Can you reach a generalization?     
2. For each different value taken by the slope, observe the positive directional angle formed by the lines with the 
axis x; can you reach a generalization?
Appendix 2. Worksheet 
      Open the file “The Line Bundle.ggb” Compose the two equation by dragging the coefficient sliders of the first   
and second lines on the graphics view. Accordingly;
1. How is the view of the lines when you drag the slider k? Describe by your own sentences.
2. How many lines can you obtain when you drag the slider k? Can you count it? On which the number of lines 
depends?
3. At how many points the lines intersects with one another? 
4. How can you find the coordinates of the point, at which the lines intersect? 
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